MR imaging
in body oncology
MRI in body oncology largely goes beyond conventional
morphological studies. It provides functional and structural information about various physiological processes
of tumor microenvironment, such as cellular proliferation
(with diffusion-weighted MRI), tumor vascularization
(with perfusion MRI), and metabolism (with spectroscopy) in vivo. Every MAGNETOM MRI system is equipped
as standard with the acquisition techniques needed for
advanced tumor detection and characterization, risk
stratification, and treatment monitoring in oncological
patients.
With continual advances in hardware and software –
e.g., high-channel and lightweight body coils, and
ultra-short breath-hold times – we help you increase
patient compliance and deliver robust exams.

A positive atmosphere for your
patients and a streamlined setup
Welcome oncological patients in a positive atmosphere
and reduce the physiological and psychological stress of
the situation. Lightweight coils with a typical patient-felt
weight of less than 1,000 grams (such as the Body 12
coil, which weighs just 730 grams) minimize the burden
for your patients. Our body coils are also automatically
combined with elements of the integrated spine coils.
This enables large coverage studies with high acceleration factors and excellent signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Furthermore, every exam can be performed in feet-first
orientation. This means anxious patients can undergo
abdominal and pelvic scans without being moved
through the bore head-first, or their head can even
remain completely outside the bore.
The integrated respiratory sensor available on our
BioMatrix MRI systems continuously monitors the
patient’s vital signs and simplifies triggered sequences.

Onco Suite and Body Suite:
Trendsetting applications for
high-quality exams
The standard application packages Onco Suite and Body
Suite offer ultra-fast high-resolution 2D and 3D protocols
for abdominal, colonic, kidney, and pelvic examinations.
Dynamic imaging protocols for lesion visualization,
characterization, and assessment of kinetic behavior can
be accelerated with the unique CAIPIRINHA technique,
which enables very short breath-holds while maintaining
image quality and SNR.

Conventional PAT
(GRAPPA) x2 TA 25.2 s

CAIPIRINHA x4
TA7.3 s

CAIPIRINHA x5
TA 5.9 s

3D VIBE FatSat, MX 256 x 256, SL 3 mm, 72 slices,
FOV 261 x 380 mm, MAGNETOM Aera,Body 18 coil

• T1 (2D FLASH and 3D VIBE) and T2 (HASTE, TSE/BLADE,
EPI) as breath-hold and triggered scans with and
without FatSat
• Automated breath-hold commands for all applicable
scans
• Dixon breath-hold protocols (in-phase and opposedphase) with inline calculation of water (fat suppressed)
and fat-only images
• Optimized diffusion-weighted protocols for local and
whole body exams; dark blood T2-weighted DWI protocols for lesion detection
• 3D MRCP scans with triggering or a short breath-hold
by applying 23x acceleration and Compressed
Sensing*
• Dynamic 3D liver MRI exams with inline registration
of phases for motion correction and automated
calculation of subtractions
• MR Colonography: bright lumen with T2 TrueFISP,
and dark lumen with T1-weighted VIBE

* optional

Comprehensive abdominal exams

Convenient free-breathing exams
Free-breathing strategies are helpful in cases where
patients are unable to hold their breath. The integrated
Respiratory Sensor on BioMatrix MRI systems brings a
new level of convenience to triggering: When not being
intentionally used to monitor vital signs, the sensor automatically analyzes the patient’s respiration and enables
triggering without any need for operator interaction.
The optional Compressed Sensing acceleration
techniques can dramatically speed up triggered MRCP
scans without compromising image quality. Compressed
Sensing GRASP-VIBE is key for centers with a strong
oncology focus. By enabling dynamic contrast-enhanced
liver dynamics under free-breathing, GRASP-VIBE very
effectively avoids artifacts caused by transient dyspnea.
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Dark vessel liver imaging with single-shot EPI diffusion sequence
with fat saturation, b-value = 50 s/mm2, in one breath-hold (right)
provides improved visibility of lesions compared to standard
T2-weighted liver imaging with TSE (left) showing bright vessels.

Dynamic liver MRI with robust Dixon fat suppression, automated
breath-hold Qcommands, and inline subtraction of phases (bottom
row). Due to sparse undersampling with CAIPIRINHA, typical breathhold times are around 10–14 seconds only. Inline liver registration
compensates for potential tissue shifts between phases due to
varying depths of breath-hold. In particular, this improves the
quality of subtractions.

Multiparametric MRI of the pelvis
For comprehensive, multiparametric MR exams of the
pelvis, we provide extremely robust, high-resolution
techniques. RESOLVE is a unique multi-shot EPI sequence
that enables excellent diffusion-weighted imaging with
increased robustness toward susceptibility effects, which
are particularly challenging in the pelvic region. Further
useful methods are BLADE imaging for motion robustness, automated subtractions of dynamic series, and
Dixon fat suppression (see also the case presented for
syngo.MR Oncology).

Comparison of conventional, free-breathing 3D SPACE MRCP
(left, TA 7:16 min) and Compressed Sensing 3D SPACE MRCP
(right, TA 1:26 min). Resolution is identical at 0.4 x 0.4 x 0.4 mm.
Compressed Sensing even improves image quality by capturing data
faster.

syngo.MR Oncology
syngo.MR Oncology allows you to comprehensively
review and postprocess complex multiparametric examinations of, for instance, the female pelvis. Standard
syngo.MR Oncology features enable subtraction and
dynamic visualization of dynamic series (top left),
evaluation of contrast enhancement characteristics
with MeanCurve (bottom left), ADC measurements
(bottom center), and fusion of different parameters,
e.g., T2w and high b-value images (top right).
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